We used two complementary data analyses for fMRI: a showed a fearful or neutral expression prior to presenvoxel-based group-averaged approach using statistical tation of a checkerboard target. Target discrimination parametric mapping (SPM) and a region-of-interest in the left visual field was more accurate after a fearful (ROI) approach analyzing BOLD responses within identiface was presented there. Event-related fMRI showed fied brain regions responding to our particular visual right-lateralized brain activations for fearful minus stimuli (faces and checkerboards) within each individual neutral left-hemifield faces in right visual areas, as subject (see the results of Functional Localizers below). well as more activity in the right than in the left amygThe latter approach enabled us to account for any indala. These activations occurred regardless of the tersubject variability in functional neuroanatomy of the type of right-hemifield face shown concurrently, convisual system and to test hemispheric differences. Latercordant with the behavioral effect. No analogous beality effects in neuroimaging should be directly tested havioral or fMRI effects were observed for fearful faces for with a formal comparison of effects between hemiin the right visual field (left hemisphere). The amygdala spheres, but most studies to date reported only the showed enhanced functional coupling with right-midoccurrence or absence of an effect in either hemisphere dle and anterior-fusiform areas in the context of a left-
Figure 1. Example Display Sequences for Single Trials
At left, a typical sequence is shown for a "target trial." Each trial starts with bilateral faces; here, the faces have a fearful expression in the left visual field (LVF) and a neutral expression in the right visual field (RVF). The bilateral faces are followed by bilateral checkerboards, which may have one odd (deviant) square on one side; in this example, a LVF target appears with the odd square present toward the bottom of the left checkerboard, thus requiring a "lower" button-press response to indicate its elevation. Subjects had to discriminate the elevation of the odd square, regardless of its side. Face stimuli were irrelevant to this prescribed task. The righthand sequence of displays here illustrates a "non-target trial" instead (included only during fMRI scanning). To increase the number of trials per condition, 80% of the trials in the fMRI experiment were made non-target trials (hence, trials-with identical checkerboards on each side-did not have to be further subdivided by target side in addition to side of the fearful face). In the absence of an odd square (as shown in the leftmost non-target sequence), subjects did not have to make a behavioral response. However, they could not predict if an odd square would be present or absent and thus were always engaged until the checkerboards appeared. Figure 2 ) the scanner, although the trend subject-specific ROIs. In line with proposals that such effects on visual activations may reflect amygdala influwas for better performance outside. More importantly, there was a significant interaction between facial exences [ 
